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•Hr '.vACT:

. *-. literature on zerotime detectors which use the emission of

". ocndary electrons from a thin foil is reviewed. The construction

• a zerotiine detector using multiplication of the secondary

•,'2Ctrons with two Mallard channel electron multiplier-plates (CEMP)

•.' tandem is described. Results of tests of such a detector with

a particles from a natural a source are given. Tstal time resolutions

of about 200 ps (FVHM) with a Si(Sb) detector as the stop detector

has been achieved. The contribution from the zerotiine detector is

estimated to be less than 150 ps (FVJW). The application of this

detector technique to the construction of a heavy-ion spectrometer
o

and a Be detector is discussed.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The interest has recently been growing rapidly in the corrlex nuclear

reactions in which the ingoing particles induce neny different reactions.

To be able to study a particular reaction the fragments produced

must be identified, i e the ness (M) the nuclear charge (Z) and the

energy (E) of the different fragRjents have to be determined. For

light particles (A<6) the AE-E telescope method is often very powerful

for identification purposes. Different algorithms are used to

give a function proportional to MZ . However, for heavier ions an

MZ determination alone does not uniquely identify the fragment as

already Be and B isotopes overlap. Additional information is needed

in such cases and a time-of-flight measurement gives the nass of the

particle if the energy is known. The most natural extension of the

telescope technique is to separate the AE and E detectors and irtcsure

the time-of-flight between them, but in nany cases difficulties arise.

For example, multiple scattering of the heavily ionizing particle

in the AE detector in combination with the long flight distance

decreases the efficiency of the detector system. Another problem is

that for a long time practical considerations like making a thin and

homogeneous enough Si-AE-detector have made it difficult to apply

the telescope technique to heavily ionizing particles, such as low-

energy light ions and heavy ions in general. Therefore considerable

effort has been directed towards developing thin (less than a few
2

tens of ug/cm ) start (zerotime) detectors for tijne-of-flight
measurements of heavy ions. Besides thin Si-detectors, thin

scintillator foils and electron emitting foils have been studied and

used as zerotime detectors. The first two kinds of detectors are

discussed by Goulding and Harvey and the literature on zerotime

detectors usiiig secondary electron emission in thin foils is reviewed

in some detail in section 2 of this report.



The zerotime detector c-vi, of course, be used in combination with

a AE-E telescope placed at a certain distance to pet enou#* mass

resolution. Recently, it has turned out that in the case of he^vy

ions the most powerful AE-E detector telescope is ar. ionizatior.
2 3)

chamber as a AE detector ' with an extremely thin entrance

window and a silicon surface barrier E detector inside. The gas

pressure is changed from experiment to experiment tc eet a AE

detector with suitable thickness. With such a heavy-ion spectrometer

ions with A<40 have been uniquely identified . However, a

drawback with the use of an ionization chamber as the AE detector is

its poor timing properties. Consequently, large flight distances

have to be used. The use of two "zero"time detectors of xiu: kind

described in this report in combination with a AE-E telescope of

the type mentioned would be a powerful tool to study low ererey heavy

ion reactions. This work is part of a larger project which aims at

the construction of a heavy-ion spectrometer of the proposed type.

In the third section of this report the features and characteristics

of channel electron multiplier plates used for the multiplication

of secondary electrons will be described. In the fourth section the

construction of a zerotime detector using the secondary electrons

produced when a heavy ion passes a thin foil will be discussed.

In the following such a detector will be referred to as a SELZT

detector (Secondary Electron Emission Zero Time). The fifth

section deals with the tests of the detector and finally in the

last section applications of this detector technique will be

discussed.



2 A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON ZEROTTME DETECTCD" USI>JC THTN

ELECTRON EMOTING FOILS

For A general discussion of identification problems in nuclear

reactions the reader is referred to review articles by Goulding and

Harvey and England and references therein. Here the production

and detection of secondary electrons produced when a charged particle

passes a thin foil and the use jf this technique for zerotime

detectors will be discussed.

The principles were worked out already in 1957 by Stein and Leachman

and the idea has later been used by several people to investigate

fission fragments 6> 7> 8» 9 ). in recent years, the Marburg group l o« n> 1 2» l j>

(Schneider, Kbhlraeyer, Pfeffer, PQnlhofer, Kbde and Back) and also

Dietz et al 1U>, Clerc et al 15'16), Gaber 17), Berndt 18) and
19)Ändrade et al have applied this technique to nuclear reaction

product analysis.

Vhen a charged particle passes a thin foil of number of low energy

electrons are produced. Tijese electrons can be detected and the

signal used as the start signal in a time-of-flight measurement.
20)V M Agramovich et al have measured the energy distribution of

these secondary electrons induced in an Al-foil by 5.5 MeV a

particles and fission fragments. The mean energy in the two cases

was measured to be 1.8 eV and 0.3 eV, respectively. Measurements by
21)

Seiler have shown that for carbon foils electrons of such
2

energi.es ccoe from the cuter 100 A of the foil, i e 2.5 ug/an
of carbon. Schneider et al and Clerc et al have shown that

2
for lovf-energy a particles on carbon foil (10-20 pg/cm ) on the
average 5-10 electrons are emitted and for fission fragments the

corresponding figures are 150-20C. Due to the short range of the

secondary electrons it is of no use to make the carbon foil thicker
2

than abxit 10-20 yg/cm . So far carbon foils have turned out to be



best suited in this »rclicition but S~ "- ~~J ' — '
1iO

Kit al have shown th-it higher yields ran >_> achieved with Li C ind

MgO (in the case of ̂ ,fO up to a factor 8). Also the orient it inn

of the foil relative the dirvcti-Ti of the hor.y icn is of
1°)

~_mportance . Ir. principle, xt is best to rave tht ncrnf.l to the

foil forming an angle of finest 9T to th^ bearr. direction. However,

the knowled;*? about these problems is rather poor and more work is

needed. As can be seen from the figure of seeemdary electron yield

for a particles the detector is of limited use for light ions. The

efficiency of the detector will be very low and the timing; properties

degrade with smaller yield of secondary electrons. Therefore,

it is of great interest to try to find new ^eonetries and fcil

rraterials to inprove the yield of secondary electrons. An experrnent

is being started at this laboratory to try to increase the induced

charged-particle yield of secondary electrons from foils by

investigating different materials and preparation techniques.

So far the discussion has concerned eV electrons. Besides these lnw

energy electrons also a nurrtoer (but considerably smaller) of

5-electrons (knock on electrons) in the keV rango are produced when

a charged particle pseses a thin foil. These electrons should if

possible be avoided in the detection of secondary electrons as

they will give wrong time signals.

Several different techniques have been used to detect the secondary
5 6 7 8 9)

electrons. In the first experiments ' » ' ' the electrons were

preaccelerated tc some 10-20 keV and detected with scintillation

counters. Later Schneider et al used an open dynode structure

as multiplier. Also solid state detectors have been used instead

of scintillation counters . Recently, the channel electron

multiplier (OEM) 1 1 > 1 9 ) and the channel electron multxDlier plate

(CIMP) fl '18:* have been used. These two devices have given the
18)

best results so far as far as timing is concerned. Berndt has

used a conbinatirrn of CO1P and Si(Sb) detector. This caribination has



the nice feature ;f spacx information if the SKS1;) iot-i-ctcr is

position sensitive. In table I the results reported are shvn.

The most promising technique seems, partly as a result f̂ this

work, to be the use rf two channol electron multiplier plates in

tandem.

Besides the use of seendary cloctron emission for zerotime

detectors, Clerc et al have proposed an array <->f foils to be

used as a Z detector. Due to the 6 electrons produced in the first

foil the yield of SE electrons from two foils in series is more

than twice the yield from one foil and the difference is highly
22)

Z-dependent. Furthermore Schneider has proposed the use of

two SEEZT detectors, one with a thin foil and one with a thicker

foil, in combination with an E detector. This system has the
23)

capability of giving Z, M and E information. Recently Green tt al

have used the CEMP technique to detect 8 particles for lifetime

measurements. Many more applications of CEMP multiplication of

secondary emission electrons can be foreseen in the near future.



3 THL CHANNEL ELECTRON MJLTIPLIEF. PI ATE (CTMP) A.'" 17° U*F TN
ZTROTIME: DETECTORS

A. channel electron multiplier ' w' is 3. distributed ctynode

multiplier. It replaces the dynode structure .ind resistor chain Li

a conventional photorultipliar Eetup. It is rrwde frcn a glass tube

about 40 diameters long. The inner surface of the tube is crv~re*i
9

with a semiinsulating layer with a resistance of the nrder cf 10 Q.
The multiplier operates in vornum with a potential of the Tder of

1000 volts between the ends. Electrons (x-rays, charged particles)

enter the tube (fig 1) and produce secondary electrons which are

accelerated axially by the applied voltage. This process is repeated

and many electrons emerge at the other end of the tube. Three main

factors influence the gain namely the voltage applied, the ratio

of the length to the diameter of the channel, and the secondary

electron emission characteristics of the inner wall material.

The multipliers are usually bent to spirals to prevent ion feedback.

Ion feedback gives rise to afterpulsir?. The dimensions of the

device is of the order of a few centimeters. As the pain does not

depend on the absolute size of the channels but rather the ratio

of the channel length to diameter, the dimensions can be

made very small without loosing for example the gain. Many channels

can be corbined to honeycomb arrays of pcrallell multipliers, the
27)channel electron multiplier plate '. The separate multipliers

are connected in parallell by evaporating a thin metallic coating

of nickel-chromium on the surfaces of the plates. Typical diameters

of the channels are a few -_cns of urn and the length 1 - 2 mm.

2 2The total plate area can be from a few mm to many cm . The open

fraction is of the order of 60 %. In table II the characteristics

according to the manufacturer are given of a standard Milliard

device used in this work. CEMPrs are also manufactured by Bendix

and so far all results, published and otherwise known to the author,

on zerotims detectors using CIMP:s have been obtained with Bendix plates.



As can Dt* seen in ttblc II the Rain zf one rlate is f the --r̂ ir f

13J - 1C* at 1 kV. Tc be able t<-> detect single electrris ". gain ~.f

the order of 10 - 10 is neeoed. If one should like a trianrular

pulse of 3 ns length and 5Q mV peak amplitude int~ 50 P. f-r ne

secondary electron, a gain ~f 1C is needed. Therefore tw" CZMP:s

rrust be used in tandem. Tc reduce the effect of ion feedback the

plates are cut in such a way that the channels are tilted about

1O( relative the direction of the electric field (In the case ~f

Milliard G25-25 the angle is 13C) and when coupling twe O£P:s in

tandem the plates should be oriented as indicated in fip, 2. Bendix

manufactures a device with twe CEMP:s in tandem called a Chevrm.

The reason why two Mullard CDlPrs were chosen in this work, was

that such a detector was about five tiroes cheaper. It is also of

general interest to investigate the usefulness of the Mullard

plates in a zerotime detector.

The important features of this device in the present apDlication

are threefold:

1. The snail dimensions of the CEMP in the direction of the electron

flow makes the transit tine very small (less than 1 ns) compared

to conventional nultipliers.

2. The corresponding transit-time jitter will as a consequence be

small, probably less than 100 ps.

3. The pulses produced are very short (< 3 ns) and according tc the

manufacturer (see table II) up to 1 pA at 1 kV can be extracted

from the multiplier which should make it possible to run with

count rates up to 1 Miz, assuming that the electrons are

distributed over many channels as the recovery time of one

channel is of the order of ms.

The use of CEMP:s in zerotime detectors in pr:\nciple also allows

position information to be obtained about the point of impact of

the heavy ion on the foil. Such a device is of great interest in

connection with heavy ion magnetic spectrometers for orbit maoping

purposes. This possibility has only been studied in a preliminary

way at Heidelberg ' and Berkely using a position sensitive

Si(Sb) detector after one CM*.



THE COriTI^lCTION 01 A ZESOTIME ?ETECTTF USING CEMP

MULTIPLIGVTION CF SECONDARY EMITTED ELECTRONS FROK A THIN

In fig 2 a schematic view of the -ietect'r system is shown. The heavy

ion adduces secoridary emission electrois Li a thin f^il. The latter

art accelerated towards a grid and then drift with keV eneryies

t-Twaris twr CEMPrs coupled in tandem. The final current pulse is

oollectei TI an antxie.

The most important design considcrati-ms for the -tetect-'r describe i

in this work are the fc Hewing:

1. To preaccelerate the secondary electrons in a suitable way, i e

to keep tnansit-tirae (the time from the foil to the nultiplier)

differences snaller than the expected transit-tint.- jittT in the

twe QMP:s.

2. To achieve a good mounting of the CEMPrs sr that no problems with

baJ contacts occur.

3. To extract the fast current pulse in such a way that nc risetine

infornBtion is lost and to arrange that the pulse is easy to

handle with conventional electronics.

To understand the critical parameters at the construction of the

premultiplier part of the detector, the following facts were considered.

When an electron (mass = m) is accelerated from rest at zero potential

to a potential V in a homogenous field with a distance I between the

electrodes the transit-time (t) is

t = iW/— (1)
»eV

where e is the unit Chan?».
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In practical units (1) con bo written

t « 1070 — ps (2)

where I is in en ond V in kilcvolt.

The end velocity of the electron at the potential V is

v= l/M (3)
m

In practical units (3) is

v = 1.88-10~3/V'cm/ps (4)

where V is in kilovolts.

Using the notations in fig 2 and expressions (1) - C O the total

transit-time of an electron from the foil to the first CEMP is

t t o t
 M 1070 -1 • 532 — ps (5)

where ?,, and t« are i° cm'

The transit-time jitter due to uncertainties in Ä.,, i2 and V can be

estimated from

tot tot l/6V 2 (107061.)2 + (5326ft2)
2

«ttot * ttot • /(fj> • i- « — 2 — (6)
y £ (1070)^ • 532i2)

6V is of the order of a few volts because the energy of the SEE'S is

of the order of a few eV and the ripple on the applied voltage of the

order of a few volts. To keep fit small V should therefore be chosen as
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Lrj?ge as possible. Hcwever the response curve fcr CEMP:s f<T electrons

has i maximum for electrons of 1 \

be about 1.5 kV in this detector.

28)has i maximum for electrons of 1 keV . Therefore V was chosen t

To avoid effects from stx'«y fields (ntiv-jietic -and electric) i, should

be kept small. In the present case £., = 0.3 cm. Practical problem

of fixing the grid to the frame and the uncertainty in the snaps cf

the foil mean that 6£, is about 0.2 ran; 6i~ is about the same. For

practical purposes the detector housing should be kept is snail as

possible an £? is chosen 3 cm.

Consequently, in the present detector

-r- = 1.31 i and as the total transit-tLie according to (5) is

t t o t = 1570 ps, 5t = 50 ps (F\4W) which is below the expected

transi-time jitter in the CEMP:s. The estimate above indicates that

the quality of the mechanical setup must be very good. The fcil, the

grid and the front surface of the first CEMP have to be parallel and

very flat. The foils are mounted on 0.5 nm brass plates which fit

into a frame connected to the appropriate potential. Between the

foil frame and the grid there is a distance ring of plastic. The

grid is prepared from an electroformed Ni mesh with a wire diameter

of 13.2 vim. The transmission is 97 % . The foil is tilted 45°

relative to direction of the heavy ions. The grid and the front surface

of the first CEMP are on the same potential. The two CEMP:s are mounted

in a separate holder (fig 3) made of plastic. The contacts are made

as rings of brass and carefully polished. The dimensions of the rings

are shown in fig 3. The back surface of CEMP 1 and front surface of

CEMP 2 are on different potentials in order to accelerate the

secondaries produced at the end of the first CEMP somewhat. The

whole package is gently pressed together to give good contacts.

Cftce during the tests baa contacts occured in the assembly resulting

in a lot of stray pulses. Finally the anode is on ground potential
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via 50 fi. A potential of a hunireu volts is kept between the back

surface of C£MP 2 and the anode to prevent reflection of electrons fror.

the anode.

Orginally the anode was just a plate of brass but serious problems

with ringing on the pulse required another design. A coaxial anode

was built (see fig 3) in order to keep the cable impedance all the way

•out to the anode. For high frequencies the characteristics impedance

of a coaxial cable can be written as

1 a
where t is the dielectricum between the inner conductor (diameter d)

and outer conductor (diameter D). For Z = 50 fi and vacuum as the

dielectricum this equation gives D = 2.3 d. The coaxial anode

becomes rather big if the anode is to netch the CEMP diameter of

26.5 mm. For convenience a smaller d was chosen, namely 16 inn.

The high voltage was supplied with a resistor chain shown in fig U.

Decoupling capacitors are used as in conventional W. tube assemblies.

The resistor chain was operated without problems in vacuum. In the

next section the different high voltages used are discussed. No

attempts have been made to solve problems due to the low yield of

SEE:s. This will be studied in a later work. In fig 5 a photograph

is shown of the whole detector assembly. The detector house is

adapted to the detector arms of the charged particle scattering

chamber of the laboratory (38 cm radius).



5 TESTS CF THE SEEZT-DETECTOR AI*L DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The detector was tried in a vacuum chamber built for detector test

purposes. It is a cylindric chamber with a diameter ~f 20 en and a

heicht of 15 cm. Th<? chamber is .-iprrric^Jly isolated from rh>>

pumping system, which consists of a small fore vacuum pump (Edwards

ES 330) and an oil diffusion pump (Edwards Diffstak 63/150).

Between both the two putr̂ s and the chamber ore liquid nitrogen cold trips

to prevent oil from entering test vacumn. During the tests a vacuum

better than 10 torr was kept in the chamber. The detector system

shown in fig 5 including the SEEZT detector and a Si(Sb) detector

was electrically isolated from the rest of the chamber. The two

detector systems were connected with the rest of the electronics

(fig 7) with electrically isolated feedthroughs. It was important to

connect the grounds of the two detectors with a short cable.

The Si(Sb) detector was an Ortec partially-depleted detector with an
o

active area of 100 mm and a thickness of 400 urn. It was operated
241at a voltage of 275 volts and a leakage current of 0.6 uA. An Am

a source was put in front of the SEEZT detector and the Si(Sb) detector

(fig 2). It is irrportant with the small flight distances used that the

Si(Sb) detector is tilted somewhat (*- 8° in this case) so that

differences in flight distances for the a particles due to the

tilted (45°) foil are reduced. The same effect can be achieved

by using a very small aperture in front of the Si(Sb) detector.

In fig 6 the SEEZT detector pulses a.•« shown, when terminated into
24150 fl for a particles from Am using the resistor chain of fig 4 a.

A high voltage of 3800 volts was applied and a Phillips PM 3400

sampling oscilloscope was used to study the pulse shapes. The pulses

are seen to be very fast with rise times of about 800 ps, lengths of

4-5 ns, and amplitudes of several hundred millivolts.

The tine resolution and efficiency of the time of flight spectrometer

was investigated with the electronic set up shown in fig 7, It was

soon found that the fast and large amplitude pulses from the SEEZT



is

^etec tor weiv pickeJ up by or rather indue©;4, ringing in the fast-sljw

preamplifiers " used in the Si(Sb) detector system, The amplitude . f

this ringing was so large that tw? precautions 'rvxl tr. be taken. Firstly,

the resistor chain was changed tc that in fig 4 b and i bias of 3500

volts was used thereby Servas ing the gain cf the CEMP:G but keeping

the accelerating voltages the ŝ ne as earlier. Secondly the damping

resistor in the initial stage of the preamplifiers was increased

from 22 ft to 100 Q. The setting of the different electronic modules

are given in fig 7. The count rates in the SEEZT detector and Si(Sb)

detector were 4 kc/s and 0.1 kc/s respectively. Under these conditions

a time resolution of 200 ps (FVM1) and u50 ps (FWIM) was achieved

(fig 8). By conparing the number of counts in the peak of the time

spectrum and the number of a pulses in the Si(Sb) detector, an efficiency

of 85 ± 1 % was measured for the detector. In fact this number should

be 0.97-85 = 82 % for the SEEZT detector because seme of the a particles

are lost of the grid raenrticned earlier.

Under identical conditions the system was tested with 8.6 MeV a
228

particles from a Th source. The timing resolution results were about

the same as earlier but the efficiency was 60 t 4 per cent compared

to the figure 82 ± 1 per cent for 5.5 MeV a particles. The decrease

in the efficiency is related to the lower specific energy loss for

the more energetic a particles.

In order to estimate the importance of the contribution to the total

time resolution from the Si(Sb) system in an alternative way the

Si(Sb) detector was cooled down to -10° C and overbiased to 100 volts.

The risetime of the fast preamplifier pulse then changed from 6 ns

to 4.5 ns. However, no significant improvement of the time resolution

was observed.

The efficiency of the SEEZT detector might change when the point of

impact of the a particle on the foil is changed . Therefore, the

following test was performed. With a 1 mm diameter foil in the SEEZT



ietector the efficiency was measurvi .̂ 1. >ng i iianet.T f the f-.il.

The results are shown in fig 9. Mr effects similar t. theso observe-

by Schneijer ore s<̂ en. Within the- ir.vesti.wte.! Tea the t;ificiencv

is constant.

TV511IT? i"if 'th^st- rps'ts 'TV • 'TV̂ 'J try îri ng. Jt i c sh_~wn th-^t VJSin£ tV"

Mullard CEMP:s in tmiem, results .̂f similar quality is those with

Bendix chevrons are achieved. Sine»? the Milliard plates are considerably

cheaper than the Bendix chevrons the present results indioste a way

to save noney in the censtruction of SEEZT detectors. The somewhat

confusing result that no improvement of the time resolution was obtained

when using higher a energies or shorter risetimes for the Si(Sb)

detector system might indicate that the ^>v'i detector or some conr ner.t

of the SEEZT detector system is at present determining the time

resolution. It is intersting to note that the ARC timing units used

cannot, in principle, handle risetimes shorter than 2 ns when run with

gain 1, and those units are, therefore, not ideal for the fast pulses

from the SEEZT detector. A new, faster constant fraction unit especially

suited for the fast SEEZT pulses (T ~ 800 ps) is under construction

at this laboratory. The contribution of the Si(Sb) detector system

to the total time resolution (200 ps (FV»O) is hardly less than

100 ps (FVHl) with the equipment used and the ARC units are known

to contribute about 20-30 ps (FW*1) with a 1:10 dynamic range using

3 pulser. The contribution of the time to amplitude converter is

about 20 ps (FWHM). Thus, it is difficult to know at this stage

what the true SEEZT detector contribution is to the total time

resolution but it seemr conservative to estimate it to be less than

150 ps (FVHM). Further tests with two SEEZT detectors will proably

give a more accurate estimate of this figure. Such tests are under way.
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6 FLTURE APPLICATIONS OF THIS DETECTOR TECHNIQUE

The use of CLMPrs to construct ultrv. fast detectors for cha

particles will neke it r*-«?sibl«e to design new detectors e>s*l to

Liprcve exictir.g detector construct ions. Ttws HALI dun •-•! this wjrk

has been to neke a aerotine detector for a heavy ion spectrontter.

However, work has alsc been started to construct ?. Be detector using

this technique.

8 —1 fi
The Be nucleus is unstable (T = 10 s) and decays into twe a -articles.

g
As the a -particles and Be have spin zero, the a intensity distribution

8 8
is isotropic in the center of ness system of Be. If a Be nucleus is
produced in a nuclear reaction with an energy Eg , the a particles

Q LA-

from the decay of Be emerge in a cone in the laboratory system with

a half-angle 8 given by

8 = arcsinlj

Be
Q

where Q = 92 keV is the binding energy of the two o particles in Be.
32) 8

In a recent article by Wbzniak et al a high energy Be detector

was described. The technique was based on a twin AE detector (two

gold contacts on the sane silicon slice) in cenbination with a position

sensitive E-detectar. However, this technique cannot be used at low

energies because the &E detector cannot be made thin enou#i. Therefore,

the following solution is suggested. The nein idea of the detector
c

system is shown in fig 10 a. The two a particles from Be sre detected

in coincidence in two SEEZT detectors of the kind described in this

report. That means that the coincidence tine resolution will be of

the order of 200 ps (FHW). The Viao-a particles arrive at the position

sensitive E-detector at apprcodnately the same time, i e within the

charge collection time of the E-detector. Therefore, the energy

resolution of the detector system will be determined by the E detector.

The assumption is that a deteriorated energy resolution due to
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kinematic brooding will be compensate:: for by the position information

from the E detector (see ref 32). Besides the fast coincidence between,

the two a jjarticies, the time-cf-fligjvt information between each

SFEZT detector -sni the E iutector car. be use i is further constraints

by identifing the a particles by their ness. The detector efficiency

for Be for this system has not yet been calculated but estimates

show that it will be of the order of tens of per cent depending on

the laboratory energy of Be.

As far as the heavy ion spectrometer is concerned the possibility to

use the SEEZT detectors and a gas AE-E counter in contoination will

be investigated (fig 10 b ) . If time resultions cf the order of

100 ps (FV#tl) can be achier/ed for heavy ions of aoout 1 MeV/nucleon

with two SEEZT detectors, the flight distances used in the experL-nents

to achieve 1 % time resolution to natch the 1 % energy resolution

of the AE-E system can be deceased from the presently cornnan 100-200

cm tc 20-30 cm. It means that it would be possible to run with complete

Z and A information for Z < 20 and A < 40 with solid angles of the

order cf milli steradians. This would mean an increase conpared tc

existing conventional spectrometer, by about a factor ten.
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TABLE CAPTIONS

Table I Sumrary of resu l t s on timing I'esolutions for zerotine

detectors reported in the l i t e r a tu re

Table I I Characteristics of the Mullard CQ1P G25-25 used in

th i s work



Table I

Authors (year) ref

W E Stein and
R B Leachnen (57)5

J S Fraser and
J D C Milton (57)6
C W Williams
et al (6<O7

W F Mruk (65)8
W F Andritsopoulos
(67)9

Dietz et al (71)1U
H F W Schneider
(75)12
W Pfeffer
(73)11

E Ändrade
(7t)19
W Lang and
C L Clerc (75)16

D Berndt
(74)13

W F W Schneider
(75)13

Gator (7tt)17

This work (75)

Technique to detect the
secondary electrons
emitted
Preacceleration of
electrons and detection
with scintillation
counter

_»_

_«_

Open 17-stage dynode
structure as itultiplier
Channel electron
miltiplier

Preacceleration of
electrons and a Si(Sb)
detector
One channel electron
multiplier plate •
£i(Sb) detector

TWo channel electron
nultiplier plates in
tandem (A Bendix chevron)

TVr> channel electron
nultiplier plates 5JI
tandem (two Milliard
CEMP.-s)

Hire resolution
for low energy
a particles (ns)

1.3

0.50

0.77

6.0

0.35

0.20

r

0.15
0.20

Tirx- r^-3"lutior.
fur ri-sirjn
fragriir.rs (r.s)

3.0

3.5

0.4

3

0.75

0.2a



Table II

Diameter of disc 27.1±0.1 ran

Useful diameter rain 26.5 rrm

Thickness of disc l.OtO.l cm

Channel diameter 25 ian

Channel pitch 31 urn

Open area 60 %

Electrode material nickel-chromium

Electrical resistance ~ 50 MO
between electrodes

Current gain at 1 kV min 10"

Maxinun current output max 1 \*\
at 1 kV for linear
operation
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig 1 The principle of the channel electron multiplier

Fig 2 Schematic view of the SEEZT detector and the

experimental system used in the tests

Fig 3 Cross section of the CEMP mounting and the

coaxial anode

Fig 4 High voltage dividers used (see text)

a and b

Fig 5 The detector system and the vaiåous parts of the

system

Fig 6 The shapes of the pulses induced by 5.5 MeV

o particles from the SEEZT detector. The high

voltage divider in fig 4 a was used

Fig 7 The electronic system used in the tests

Fig 8 Timing results with 5.1 MeV a particles and the high

voltage divider in fig M b

Fig 9 The efficiency of the detector system at different

points of impact on the foil
o

Fig 10 a The principle of the proposed Be detector
Fig 10 b The principle of the proposed heavy ion spectrometer
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Fig r) The detector system and the various par
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